Thorns RTC 2009 Pools

Portland West 2009 Pool

RTC Director: Shane Bangs: sbangs55@gmail.com
Michelle Aginsky
Gabriella Alanis
Mollie Brady
Hannah Bromert
Isabella Chigos
Ellie Covington
Ava Dinsmoor
Megan Gingerich
Audrey Hettwer
Phoebe Jones
Evan Keenan
Charlotte Lenarduzzi
Taylor McFarlane
Amira Mullen
Sienna Potter
Zhi Qu
Aimee Sorenson
Riley Weaks
Jadyn Wilder
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Portland East 2009 Pool

RTC Director: Wayne Hodges: wahodges72@gmail.com
Alleckson, Brook
Asher, Kylie
Blake, Lila
Borschel, Sage
Cardenas-Hernandez, Nyah
Castillo, Carla
Comerford, Emery
Costa, Vivienne
Devine, Eva
Higgins, Marley
Malboeuf, Anouk
Maloney, Lucy
McHone, Addison
Onchi, Madden
Von Passow, Bautista
Walker, Annabelle
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Portland North 2009 Pool
RTC Director: Jose Campos: ilcamposbernal@gmail.com
Angelbeck, Lily
Bonnin, Nota
Boirie, Liliana
Chase, Lilah
Crawford, Maddie
Delgadillo, Maya
Houghton, Annika
Jarneski, Leilani
Kress, Naomi
Wright, Edie
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Portland South 2009 Pool
RTC Director: Nikia Evans: nikiacatrinevans@gmail.com
TBA
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**Salem 2009 Pool**

RTC Director: Maryn Beutler: [marynbeutler8@gmail.com](mailto:marynbeutler8@gmail.com)

- Sofie Baldridge
- Reese Davis
- Bella Garcia
- Tori Kiger
- Kinzie Lazarus
- Issabella Madia
- Brianna McIntire
- Kensley Tegman
- Mayela Victoria

**Second Look Players (Invited to first training session)**

- Addie Zurbrugg
- Aleha Li
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**Eugene/Corvallis 2009 Pool**
RTC Director: Simon Date: britintheus@mac.com
TBA

**Additional Pools Listed on the Pages below**
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**Bend 2009 Pool**

**RTC Director: Emily Williams:** [emily@bendfctimbers.com](mailto:emily@bendfctimbers.com)

Taylee Blischke
Solari Brumder
Ruth Gobershock
Kaia Mairs
Madilynn Millette
Vivian Sipe
Lola Smith
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**Southern Oregon 2009 Pool**

RTC Director: TBA

TBA
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